A revolution in genetics: changing medicine, changing lives.
The sequencing of the human genome is only the tip of the iceberg. It is the beginning of a revolution that many predict will transform medicine. How will genetics research affect physicians and patients and the practice of medicine? When investigators identify the function and association of human genes with common chronic diseases, diagnosis, treatment, and classification of human diseases will be changed forever. Genetic susceptibility testing allows patients to know their predisposition to disease long before symptoms appear. Physicians can intervene with customized advice so that the patient can prevent, modify, or avoid the predisposed condition by better understanding both his or her genetic and environmental risk for disease. The promise of a genetic approach to drug therapy involves moving from one size fits all to personalized medicine tailored to the individual patient. Physicians will become mentors and counselors, advising patients on the best treatment path given their unique genetic predisposition--even in this sophisticated, high tech field, the physician-patient relationship is likely to improve, highlighted by individualized therapies and personal attention.